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This is Dana Coverstone…. I‟m a pastor. I‟m a husband, I‟m a father. I‟m a patriot I love this country. 

I can confirm the first part of what I’m about to tell you because I told some men at a prayer group back in December.  2nd or third 

week of December. I’m going to share three specific dreams that I’ve had recently. Going back to December.  Two that I’ve had this 

week both, both Monday and last night (Monday and Tuesday night). 

I believe number one they are prophetic.  The first one that I have had has come explicitly true based on the events of March to June, 

the month which we’re living. 

I do not claim to be a prophet by any means. I understand though that some dreams and visions by their nature have a prophetic 

tendency to them. I do believe I’ve seen things. Both that have happened as relevant by the first dream that I had, and things that I’ve 

seen recently. So you can take what I’m about to say with a grain of salt, you can pray about it you can think about it. 

But I believe that I have a warning for the country. A warning for rural America.  A warning for America overall. 

Here’s what happened: 

———— 

Back in December I woke up, I had a dream. In that dream I saw calendar. Starting January 2020. 

It was being flipped.  I saw January,  I saw February,  I saw March.  When March came up the hand held it and I saw the thing 

of finger underline the month of March, and the tap it three times. 

So underline the month of March, tapped it three times. 

So to me it was emphasis, something’s going to happen in March. 

Then I saw April, May, June. When June came, the hand underlined June again and tapped it three times. 
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Then, in the vision I saw people marching, I saw protest. I saw people were in mass, I saw lines going into hospitals. I saw typical 

medical doctors with needles or syringes, I saw people on ventilators I saw people who were very, very sick, very very ill. 

I saw newspaper headlines trumpeting thousands of people getting sick I saw ambulances, just flying down roads, and then I saw cities 

on fire. 

 

I saw buildings being burned. I saw protesters with masks. I saw people who had their fists in the air,  people who were yelling and 

screaming angry at just at the world. I saw courthouses,  I saw state houses surrounded.  

I saw people who were mad at the world. I saw I saw guns shotguns specifically putting the air, held like this, (showing above his 

head) and I saw barriers within cities. 

I told several men in my church about this and I can confirm who those men were and they’ll confirm what I’m telling you is what I 

told them. 

I saw absolute chaos and the other thing I saw was vultures flying over large cities, not just the ones that were burning but I saw those 

was flying over the cities, and I saw smoke rising and I saw I saw people, fearful I saw people terrified I saw people inside their 

homes, is looking at the windows, the crimson windows with guns in their hands because it was absolute fear. 

Then I heard the words. “Brace yourself. Brace yourself”. 

So since December I‟ve been hearing those words. ” Brace yourself. Brace yourself.” 

January, February came, it didn’t seem too much. I reminded the men of the dream and then in March term COVID-19 hit and things 

started shutting down. Churches were shut down, business were shut down, the economy shut down. 

Then we began to see the protests, starting in March, in May in Minneapolis and those things began to go on. So where we are at the 

end of the primary election here in Kentucky. Now there’s talk of more shutdowns.  I just heard the governor talk about schools 

opening back up and things of that nature. 

The things that I saw in a dream, vision back in December, are the same things that I watched in the news almost every day since 

March through June. 

All of this time I kept hearing “brace yourself brace yourself”. 



I spent time in prayer.  I spent time in the word – I’m a pastor. 

And it’s not just my job it’s something that I enjoy doing. I love doing and I’m very interested in the news around the world . I read 40 

newspapers a day from all around the world. I keep up with news in other parts of the nations, better because sometimes….it’s hard to 

know who to trust.  I get news from all over the world, all around the world from both liberal and conservative sources. I’m very well 

read and very understanding of how nations work, and I travel quite a bit.  I’m not just making these things up I can confirm what I 

have said. 

———— 

With that in mind, on Monday night I had another dream. 

It woke me from my bed.  I made notes about it.  I shot some video of myself just making sure to remember. 

– 

 

Here’s what I saw. 

I saw a calendar. Start with the calendar. As I was having this, the calendar was up, a white figure appeared.  To me, it was a 

representing God the Holy Spirit, something pure, something righteous, something true, something Holy because there was nothing 

sinister about it.  Nothing evil, but I heard the voice say, “part two, part two”. 

I saw June, go, I saw July. I saw August, and then I saw September, and I saw the finger underneath the word September and I like 

like emphasizing it and tap the three times. 

Then I saw October come up, and then I saw November and this is when it got real to me in the dream.  I think the intensity for me…  

when I woke up my heart rate was about 180. 

So that was Monday night, and I woke up not feeling very well at all I was up during the night not feeling well. 

But anyway,…  The minute the finger underlined November three times instead of tapping it, I saw a fist ball up and it hit the 

calendar. 

And literally, the calendar exploded into the wall, the numbers seem that they were 3d and they were falling everywhere. 

 

There was a cloud of chaos that started in there. The next thing I saw was I saw I saw armed protesters. I saw fighting in the streets, I 

saw people pummeling one another.  I saw businesses shuttered and shut out. 



I saw schools close. I saw school rooms with cobwebs hanging in them and like things like papers falling off the wall and posters…  

like no one had been in them for months. 

 

I saw banks.  Bank buildings with the roof being taken off.  It looked almost that alien abduction because money was flying through 

the roof into some type of like a vacuum cleaner.  It sounds kind of strange, but I was watching wealth, just being taken. 

I saw politicians in back rooms, making deals with people. Patting people on the back and laughing and smiling and smirking. 

 

I saw monuments,….. I saw Washington DC, burning. I saw Washington DC blazing. I saw fires, everywhere. I saw people being 

rounded up. I saw Chinese and Russian soldiers on the ground.  The Russian soldiers would tell the Chinese soldiers to go ―pick up 

these people‖…‖ secure this quadrant‖….‖ secure this area‖…  I saw blue helmets of the UN.  

I saw a military things taking place. I also saw no sign of President Trump. I saw no sign of leadership in Washington DC. 

The vultures that I had seen were like gargoyles.  They were 10 feet off the ground…. 10 to 15 feet off the ground.  They were just 

attacking people mercilessly. I saw people hiding in their homes and garages. I saw churches, being burned, I saw homes, being 

burned. 

I saw absolute chaos.  The fist punch on the November of 2020 is what got my attention. Then I heard the words again. ” Brace 

yourself, Brace yourself. Brace yourself.” 

That has been something that I have heard for almost, almost seven months now.  Starting, …  once we get to July, it’s gonna be seven 

months. 

I’m not claiming to be a prophet I’m not claiming proclaiming … just, … let’s see what happens in November,… through November  

and see if I’m right about this. But I know when I hear God’s voice, I know, I know what God’s voice sounds like to me.  I know 

when He speaks. I know when I had a dream that I know is Him.  

The things that I am saying, I don’t say this to scare people but I say this to warn people that there are some pretty sinister things 

coming down the pike, and not just for the lost but for God’s people as well. 

———— 

The second dream I had last night,… It woke me up. 

In this dream. We just had a yard sale to help fund team going to Ecuador this next year. 



We had a yard sale.  I had asked our secretary to get some change for that for that yard sale. So, in the dream that I’m having, .. I walk 

to the bank. I walk into the bank to get some change.  On the door, it says there’s no change available. 

I saw the sign and registered in mind.  I walked on in, and the president of the local bank was at the teller station. She was taking care 

of business. 

And I said, I need to get $10 in quarters for yard sale and she said, I’m sorry, but the US Mint is no longer making currency or 

making change… ( like pennies nickels dimes quarters half dollars), “We’re not doing that anymore”, 

“well what do you mean” 

She said, … ‖ they stopped doing it” 

I said, “Well, how am I going to be able to charge $1.50 for anything ? 

She said, ” prepare for hyperinflation and just charge $2 “ 

Then she said to me in the dream… Oh by the way, $1 and $5 bills will follow soon after that. 

Then I heard those words. “Brace yourself. Brace yourself. Brace yourself.” 

I wrote these things down. 

I have never gone on video and recorded the dreams that I’ve had and I hesitated to not do the one I had back in December, but 

everything I saw in that dream in December, came true between March and June when in the dream I was shown March through June. 

I don’t think I would be doing anyone a service if I don’t show what I saw in these dreams and visions. 

 

I believe that we’re going to see not just going to see a second huge wave of Covid between September, October, November.  

We’re going to see major things with the elections,… 

We’re going to see major chaos in our country. 

We’re going to see troops in our cities. 

We’re going to see the protests get even worse, 

We’re going to see buildings burn. 

We’re going to see which can only lead to civil war in this country. 

And so for my friends that are believers, … I’m just going to show that what I think you need to hear. 



 

First of all, you need to be preparing food. 

Make sure you’ve got alternative forms of currency like silver or gold or whatever. 

I believe you need to have an ample supply of both guns and ammunition. That’s not just the Second Amendment fan of me coming 

out, that is the things that we’re seeing.  They are talking about defunding the police. That means one thing … you’re on your own a 

lot of areas. 

I also believe you need to be praying like you never prayed before. 

Make sure your family knows what’s going on,  where you are have some sort of communication between your family about if certain 

things happen if certain things go down. 

I’m not saying, get off the grid, and I’ve never ever said anything like this in my church. I have said I believe that this could happen 

but I’ve never done what I’m doing right now. 

I’m telling you that between September and November of this coming year.  And by the time we get to November and nothing’s 

happened …  man you call you call me on this and say .. you are an absolute idiot and a fool for saying those things. 

Go right ahead. 

I realize I‟m responsible for what I‟ve spoken. I also know what I sense and I know the Holy Spirit‟s voice enough to know 

that what I‟ve heard. 

I believe is going to happen.  What I heard in December happened between March and June. 

not because I’m a prophet because dreams have a prophetic edge to them sometimes I’ve been doing a whole series on dreams and 

visions 

I’m gonna finish that series up tonight on my our church and going to talk about why dreams and visions are literally an extension of 

the spiritual gifts at first Corinthians chapter 12 because we’re a wisdom or a knowledge the servant all those things are required for 

dreams and I pray Lord show me what these things mean that I have seen show me how to interpret them and what they are and right 

now as I speak this it is it was June 24th Wednesday night at 5:30 p.m. in Burkesville Kentucky I’m in my office at the church Limor 

ministries in Birch Hill Kentucky 

sharing this not to scare you because I believe you know look God gave the prophets of the Old Testament a lot of warnings not to 

scare people but to prepare them for what was coming and sometimes I’m challenging you don’t just throw my word away don’t just 

think I’m some some preacher trying to get people to come that’s not it either because look the Bible says last day is a bit great falling 

away Jesus tells people to endure to the end make sure you endure to the end why because people when endure sound doctrine they’re 

gonna they’re gonna hear something you know some of you hear me and go oh man he is on drugs or something 



 

I’m just telling you the dreams I have had you can do with them you can interpret them the way that you want to but I’m going to 

declare that I believe we’re gonna see between September and November incredible terrible awful nasty bad things happen this nation 

and for the people who are not prepared for it it’s not just gonna catch them, (but) catch them in a bad place. 

It’s gonna destroy a lot of faith a lot of harlot relationships, a lot of people it’s gonna the aim is to kill this nation because right now 

we’re a nation that stands in the way of a lot of the Antichrist principles like freedom, liberty, justice, the First Amendment, the  

Second Amendment, and thus the Antichrist doesn‟t want those things and yes I do believe the Antichrist is alive and well on 

planet Earth and I don’t really care what people think about this video you can call me whatever you want you can say whatever you 

want about me but 

Just wait till December first to say it and if I’m wrong I’ll be the first one to come out and say folks I don’t know what I was 

thinking….. I don’t want to eat that night I’ve never had two dreams like this I’ve never had a part 1 part 2 part 1 came fully true in 

part 2 

I believe will as well so heed my words folks believers stop messing around if you’re not living for the Lord like you need to because 

the press there’s an Olive Press moment coming for the church in this country an olive press moment and we’re gonna get crushed and 

squeeze and push down that’s why I believe God keeps saying brace yourself 

He spoke this to me so I can say to you brace yourself for the things that are coming 

Endure to the end no matter how hard it gets…. I’m not giving up the faith that I have in Christ, I’ve come too far on this walk and too 

far in my life to do that, but I want to make sure that others don’t make that mistake and don’t just walk away from it take up the cross 

deny yourself and follow him 

 

 

In his video, which has spawned much hate mail, as well as commentary for and against Coverstone, the preacher and family man 

disavows being any kind of prophet, then proceeds to recount what he dreamt. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TdpMSMP9x4
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In both swoons he saw a calendar being flipped and a hand underlining and thrice tapping certain months: March and June in the 

December dream, and September in the June vision. And in the latter, after the finger underlined November thrice, a fist punched and 

exploded the calendar. Over and over in the dreams a voice intoned: ―Brace yourself. Brace yourself.‖ 

The December dream appears to predict the rapid spread of the coronavirus disease 2019, or Covid-19, in America since March, and 

the June protests in major cities over the death of African American George Floyd in the custody of Minnesota police. 

In his sleep Coverstone saw people flocking to hospitals, doctors with syringes, patients on ventilators, vultures flying over cities, and 

protesters marching as people hunkered down at home with guns. There were also newspaper headlines on the pandemic and the 

protests (see his video at https://youtu.be/SAZGxTiX6bY). 

He told men in his congregation about the first dream back in December. Now, after seeing events unfold as he had dreamt, he went 

public with the June vision to warn his fellow Americans and Christians. 

„I saw absolute chaos‟ 

Pastor Dana, who has great love and dedication for his ministry, keeps up with global events by reading 40 newspapers from around 

the world daily: ―I’m very well-read. I’m very understanding of how nations work. I’ve traveled quite a bit, and I’m not just making 

these things up.‖ 

Right after his June dream, he took notes and videos after waking up with elevated blood pressure. He recalls seeing a white figure: 

―To me, it was representing God the Holy Spirit (Third Person of the Blessed Trinity) — something pure, something righteous, 

something holy.‖ 

Then, after the fist exploded the calendar, he says, ―I saw armed protesters … fighting in the streets … people pummeling one another. 

I saw businesses shuttered and shot at. I saw schools closed [and] schoolrooms with cobwebs hanging in them and papers falling off 

the walls.‖ 

He also speaks of ―politicians in backrooms making deals [and] patting people on the back and laughing and smirking … Washington 

D.C. blazing … fires everywhere … people being rounded up … people hiding in their homes and garages … churches [and] homes 

being burned. I saw absolute chaos.‖ And no signs of national leadership. Even the minting of coins has stopped. 

In what may seem unreal and unthinkable, Coverstone dreamt of Chinese soldiers ordered by Russian officers to round up people and 

secure areas, as well as blue-helmeted United Nations peacekeeping troops. Probably symbolic, the vultures in the first dream were 

now gargoyles hovering 10 feet in the air, snatching up people. Also likely to be allegorical, roofs come off bank buildings, and cash 

streams up and out, as if sucked out by vacuum cleaners in the sky. 

 

Dream # 2 

Pastor Dana Coverstone saw a calendar with the month of October being blown by a strong, fitful wind. He saw a finger appear & it 

pointed to the second week of the October and it dragged to the third week of October. Then it pointed to October 31st and it held the 

position. It tapped it and then held it. 

https://youtu.be/SAZGxTiX6bY


He saw a rock that came flying out of the sky and landed in a large pond. The ripples started off small but then became vicious waves 

– like when a wind begins to blow stronger and the ripples start to go further out. 

He saw federal officials’ faces that he recognized, state leaders, agency leaders and radicals (like the protesters from Portland, Seattle 

or Minneapolis). All of these people had a wick coming out of their heads like a firework wick. 

During the second week of October, he saw all the wicks from the heads of the people were simultaneously set on fire. The federal 

officials heads looked like an old M80 firework. The governors had heads like the black cat (1 1/2-2‖) firecrackers. Everyone else had 

heads like the smaller lady finger style fireworks. 

People are talking, starting to getting animated, and starting to yell. Facial expressions went from calm to animated to angry to 

screaming to out of their mind. Everybody’s heads blew up at the same time. Everyone was still alive but their heads had blown up. 

This resulted in sparks & debris blowing around the area which started fires all around them. 

The protests were still taking place from previously but they went up another notch. The bystanders that were part of the protests but 

not really getting involved were called ―not one of us‖. These bystanders were not deemed as ―violent or vicious as they should be‖ by 

the other protestors. 

Some of those bystanders were left on the side of the road looking like they were dead. They had been beaten because they were not 

protesting like the others were doing. If they were not complicit, they were beat on. 

He was very upset by what he saw next. He saw elderly people being attacked. He saw the people that hold the Constitution & the flag 

dear, have common sense values, and are committed to faith & Biblical values being attacked. He even saw people trying to get into 

nursing homes to beat up the elderly. 

He then saw a big $100 bill about the size of an American flag. It was hanging off a flag off a pole and it was burning from one 

corner. It was being lowered like at the end of the day. 

There were people with a hand over their heart that were crying because their god of money was being lowered and lost its value. The 

bill burned until about a third of it was left. Some people were devastated. Some people were celebrating that the American dollar was 

dying (value decreasing). Someone was playing ―Taps‖ in the background. 

Then he saw small churches and small groups of people kneeling & praying that were wrestling in prayer with the spirit of the age. 

These people were surrounded by bubbles of safety & there were angels guarding around the people. 

These were the faithful core of the church who had not been compromised in their values and faith. They were being encouraged to 

stand strong, to keep preaching & praying & believing & there were relentless attacks against them (just like what he saw occurring in 

his September dream). 

They stayed faithful. They were in the heat of the battle. They were praying. They were fighting to stay faithful. There were very few 

in number but that did not bother them. Behind each of these people he saw a small gate. The people never stood up. They were right 

there beside the gate. 

Matthew 7:13-14, KJV 

13 Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in 

thereat: 

14 Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. 

He saw puffed up prophets and puffed up pastors wearing very expensive suits. They were preaching against persecution coming. 

They promised prosperity, wealth and only good things. As they spoke, their words were slurred like they were drunk. Some of their 

clothes were loose & coming off. A tie was loose and then taken off. A shirt was coming off. Pretty soon, they were standing there 

completely naked. 

Then he saw a rug pulled out from underneath them. They went flying up in the air. They tried to be modest and cover up. He saw 

money they had received from the prophecies and ministries they had done selfishly go flying in the air. 

When they landed on the ground, they were all puffed up. They bit through their tongues as they landed. Pieces of their tongues went 

flying. They tried to reach for the bits of their tongues but could not reach these as these were beyond their reach. He was reminded of 

the story of ―The Emperor’s New Clothes‖*. They were exposed. 



Then the scene went back to those who were still praying. The warfare was still tense but the present strength was obvious in those 

that were praying. 

 

Then he saw one last scene. He saw circus clowns in suits. They were pouring buckets of oil & grease on the ground in front of 

election venues. The signs said ―Elections _ weeks away‖. 

The clowns were dancing, juggling and acting like clowns. People trying to vote were sliding past the doors & being distracted by the 

clowns from doing what they were supposed to be doing (i.e. voting). 

Even though the clowns were professional, they were doing skits that were sinister & abusive. The clowns watched anyone coming to 

vote at the venue with suspicion & angst. 

The clowns were doing everything they could to keep people from voting & distract them from what was going on. 

 

Then he saw a big billboard that read ―Passover 2021. Big things are coming for the world.‖. 

A white figure appeared & said to him, ―Do not stop bracing for the storm for the storm will not pass until I stop the storm‖. So brace, 

brace, brace yourself & don’t look back. 

He had this dream Monday, August 10th with glimpses of it for a couple days before. 

Make sure you are right with the Lord. Make sure you are right with Jesus. Our whole world is about to be turned upside down. You 

will be able to watch and see. 

Believers stand strong. Repent of your sins. Confess those things. Become accountable. Get rooted & grounded in the Word like you 

need to be. Be praying like you never have prayed before. 

We are going to be weighed & tested. It will be obvious who has been living for the Lord and who has been faking it the whole time. 

Get real. 

*Key meaning from the story – ‖The Emperor’s pride prevents him from admitting that he cannot see the clothes. Such an admission 

would make him seem stupid, if the weavers are to be believed. He ends up deceiving himself, because his pride matters more to him 

than the truth of his own eyes. The message is that pride comes before a fall.‖ 

 

 



Dream # 3 

He saw the Statue of Liberty proudly standing outside the NY Harbor, lighting the nation with freedom. He saw the sky suddenly 

darken. Strong waves began crashing against the shores with very fierce intensity, almost hurricane like/tsunami type/tropical storm 

force. 

There were boats with men in them trying to breach the island that the Statue of Liberty stands on. 

They were trying to reach the lady but the storm was so severe, they could not. Even though it seemed like the storm might be helping 

them get closer, it was not. 

The torch in her hand was flashing, being struck by lightning and pieces of rock and debris were being thrown with brute force. Even 

though she was an immovable statue, she was watching & looking around about her to see where the attacks were coming from. 

She knew they were there but she would not move. Her feet were stuck on the pedestal. 

The rocks and debris that was being thrown at her had caused some gashes, cuts on her neck, and around her heart. He could see near 

her heart, there was blood as if something had pierced her or had left a jagged edge and cut something. 

He saw three of the spines on the crown of her head. He did not think it was a crown but the spines were pointing out. Three of these 

had broken off and were leaving a very, very jagged edge. 

The right torch hand kept dropping down to try to secure the tablet with the Declaration of the Independence in the left hand. July 4th 

was written on it. Lady Liberty would drop her hand to try to keep the book in its place. 

She was struggling to keep her footing, almost slipping off the pedestal but she would not move. 

There was a huge volume of trash and debris, just junk, that hit her directly in the face. She stepped back off the pedestal & she fell. 

The force of this hit her right in the face. 

She still held onto the torch and to the Declaration of Independence date line on the book. 

That torch just kept flickering, like a light about to go out. 

The Declaration that was in her left hand/arm was cracked and there were large chips and pieces falling off of it. 

He kept seeing Lady Liberty trying to reach out her hand while she was grabbing out at the pieces but they would not stick. 

She was crying. Lady Liberty was weeping. She was trying to keep her dignity. She was trying to get the pieces of what she had held 

onto but it was obvious she knew she was in a battle that was fighting her and defeating her. 

She was desperate trying to hold on. You could see the fierceness in her face. She was trying to fight and win; these emotions were 

coming through. 

Then the boats appeared with the men and they threw ropes around her arms & her legs & kept trying to bring her to the ground. And 

they pulled and they pulled and finally she fell to her knees. 

It was almost like Gulliver’s Travels when the giant gets knocked over. She still had the torch in her right fist and she was trying to 

hold the book in her left hand. 

They were hammering away with power tools at the Declaration. Trying to take the date off, the July 4th. They were trying to pry 

those numbers and those letters off. 

They were using cutting tools to remove the torch. They kept trying to rip it, jerk the torch out of her hand and she kept holding on and 

holding on and holding on. Because she fought them so hard, they began to cut off her hand. 

They tied her other hand behind her back. The men began rolling her in ropes and she was yelling for help. She was crying out. It 

wasn’t a desperate cry. It was a cry for those who were listening to come to her defense. All those nations that she had helped for so 

many years and nobody would come. 

There was a large banner of fabric that was black and smoky gray and they covered their face with it. They just kept wrapping and 

wrapping her like a mummy until you could barely see her eyes and the jagged spines of her crown. 



The men took an anchor chain and they wrapped it around her head & her neck and they asked her if she had any last words. 

Her eyes weren’t fearful, they were feisty. They were fitful. There was this angry resolve in her face. She said nothing. 

That chain was tied to a boat. The boat began to drag her off of Liberty Island and out into the harbor. 

When they got her to sea, the boat began to pull very quickly. Her arms were down to her side, her legs were tied and she was just 

kind of rolling, spinning as the boat kept going faster and faster. Almost like a ski boat was pulling her. She kept twisting back & 

forth. 

She was being pulled by the boat but eventually lost all the strength she had. The banner had come off her mouth but she was not 

saying anything. 

The boat slowed. Then the boat kinda looked back to see where she was and they reversed the boat. The boat reversed and went 

backwards. They ran over her. Her body was bouncing in the waves in the harbor. 

She took a breath and went under. She came back up a minute later and then she did the same thing again. 

When she came up the next time, the boat accelerated forward and hit her square in the face. She went down. 

The boat began to circle the area after it hit her but she never came back up. 

She never came back up. 

Later, she floated back up with her back towards the sky. Her hand with the torch was gone. Her other hand was tied behind her back. 

There was a thunderous clap, a brilliant lightning strike and the storm raged all around the harbor. 

He saw the men on that boat, some of them were getting loose pieces of silver that were being thrown at the men. The men picked up 

the silver pieces and almost began feverishly fighting with others. 

They were picking the pieces up with the silver and putting it in their pockets and then they would sit down on the seat and then drive 

away as if no real cares and the job is done. 

This one got him because America is the land he loves and he knows what the Statue of Liberty stands for. He loves our country 

enough to know we have a lot of good here (in the U.S.). 

He know what most Americans think about this country but he also knows there are a lot of people that hate it. These are the people 

protesting, wanting to defund the police and any movement that wants to shred the Constitution. 

He lost a lot of sleep last night. He woke up at 2:15 and could not get back to sleep because the dream kept going through his mind 

multiple times. 

Pray for our country. His hope and prayer was that this nation would last long after him so that his kids and his grandkids would 

understand how much this country has done for people, its people and for the nations and for those that come. 

He asks you to pray for America. He asks you to pray for elected officials. The silver at the end of the dream tells him that someone is 

paying to see America go down. 

He believes there is a Deep State and believes there is a lot of chaos in the world and a lot of chaos in the country. He believes there 

are people who are in high, elected offices that want to see this country burn. He doesn’t. He wants fire but he wants God’s fire of 

revival to hit. 

He knows what the dream means and thinks we know what the dream means. 

Our country, our freedoms are under attack and we have a responsibility to occupy until He comes…to seek His face, to pray and to 

trust. 

So pray for America, not because he had a dream but because this used to be His country, used to be the one Nation under God and 

now it is a large group of people fighting the God whose nation they used to be under. 

This one got him and is still getting him now. Pray for America. Pray for revival. 

If nothing else, he wants to see her go down fighting and he will go down fighting for her. Join him. 



Author: Expat Gal 

Expat Gal has been blessed to have known God as long as she can remember. She was raised Catholic and was baptized and 

confirmed in the Catholic faith. At 21, she left the Catholic faith to become a non-denominational Christian as she began to question 

some Catholic doctrine. One of her life’s highlights was her family’s lake baptism in 2013. In late March 2015, she received a strong 

Word from the Lord that your ―family is no longer safe here‖ so she and her family permanently relocated outside the U.S. Her goal is 

to serve the Lord in any capacity He calls her to serve in. 

 


